We study two general families of hulls related to vector-valued functions and their interrelations with multi-tuple Shilov boundaries of uniform algebras.
1. Introduction. The classical hulls-polynomial, rational, holomorphic, ^4-convex etc. are tightly and naturally connected with functional approximations and interpolations. Recently several new families of hulls have come into appearance. Namely Basener [2] has used a generalization of the family of polynomial hulls in his study of #-holomorphic functions. Recently Slodkowski [8] has used a generalization of rational hulls in his investigation of analytic perturbation of Taylor spectrum, and Corach and Suarez [3] have introduced a general family of rational hulls in order to evaluate the topological stable rank of some algebras. In [11] there were investigated the properties of two families of hulls, the so called n-tuple rational A-convex hulls and n-tuple A-convex hulls.
The multi-tuple Shilov boundaries of commutative Banach algebras have proved to be essential tools in the investigation of multidimensional analytic structures in algebra spectra. Results concerning relationships between these boundaries and the analyticity in algebra spectra have appeared often during the last fifteen years (e.g. Basener [1] , Kumagai [5] , Sibony [6], Tonev ([11] , [12] ) etc.). Various properties of multi-dimensional Shilov boundaries have been investigated by Basener [1] , [2] , Sibony [6] , Slodkowski ([7] , [8] ), Tonev ([10], [11] ) and others.
In this paper we establish a unified approach to the above mentioned families of hulls, study their properties and investigate their interrelations with the vector valued functions and multi-tuple Shilov boundaries of uniform algebras.
Multi-tuple rational ^4-convex hulls.
Let A be a uniform algebra over C with unit. That is A is a separating closed subalgebra of the space of all continuous complex valued functions on some compact Hausdorff space X which contains the constants and the norm of / G A is the maximum of |/(JC)| on X. As usual sp^4 denotes the maximal ideal space of A and / denotes the Gelfand extension of a given function / of A. The Shilov boundary ΘA of A is the smallest closed subset of sp A on which the Gelfand extensions of all functions of A assume the maximums of their absolute values. Throughout this paper we shall assume that sp^4 is identified with the set X and that the Gelfand extensions f(m) are identified with the algebra elements f(m). A n will denote the set of all n-tuples of functions from A. DEFINITION 1. The n-tuple rational A-convex hull r n {E) of a subset E of sp A is the biggest among all closed subsets K of sp A for which the equality
Obviously r n (E) is a closed subset of spA. One can see that r n (E) = {m e spA: \\S(m)\\ > min meE \\slm)\\ for every S c A with #S < n}. Naturally, the last inequality is essential for regular subsets S of A only. As a corollary from this observation we get that Ec C r n+ϊ (E) C r n {E) C C r x (E) c spΛ. The next proposition gives a useful characterization of the hulls r n {E). PROPOSITION 
The n-tuple rational A-convex hull of a subset E of sp^ί coincides with the set r n (E)
Proof. Denote for a while the set {m espA: F(m) e F(E) for all F eA n } by K. Let m 0 € r n (E) and let F e A n be such that
in contradiction with moeK. The proposition is proved.
The n-tuple rational ^4-convex hull is a multi-tuple version of the rational A-convex hull r(E) = {mespA: f(m) e f(E) for all f eA} of any subset E of the spectrum of a uniform algebra A-namely, as it is easy to check, the 1-tuple rational ^4-convex hull r\(E) coincides with r(E).
From Proposition 1 it follows that the n-tuple rational ^4-convex hulls coincide with the sets OFEA" F l ° F(E) > i e w^ ^e generalized rational hulls introduced by Corach and Suarez in [3] and utilized by them in their recent investigations on topological stable ranks of commutative Banach algebras.
Since In general the n-tuple rational ^4-convex hull of a subset of sp A does not coincide with the algebra spectrum. For instance if A is the disc-algebra
, as one can see by applying, say, (1) to the identity function in C 1 . In this respect the following corollary from Proposition 2 is of some interest. Indeed, as known, if n > 2 any holomorphic function vanishes on S n (l) whenever it vanishes inside B n (\).
EXAMPLE 2. The n-tuple rational convex hulls ρ n {E).
Let Λ be an arbitrary set and let C Λ be the Cartesian product of Λ copies of the complex plane, equipped by the natural topology. Given a compact subset E in C Λ let R(E) be the closure in C(E) of all rational functions p/q in C Λ with non-vanishing on E denominators q. Since these rational functions are dense in R(E), the n-tuple rational R(E)-convex hull of E is the biggest among all compact subsets N of C Λ , such that (r x , ... , r n ){N) = {r x , ... , r n )(E) for every n-tuple (ri, ... , r n ) of rational functions r 7 = Pj/qj in C Λ with q } Φ 0 on N. We shall refer to this hull as n-tuple rational convex hull of E and shall denote it by p n {E).
Being the n-tuple rational i?(i?)-convex hull of E, p n (E) is the biggest among all sets N in C Λ for which the inequality inf ||(n(i), ... , r n (z))\\ = zeN zeE holds for every n-tuple {r x , ... , r n ) of rational functions in C Λ with non-vanishing on E denominators.
A subset E c C Λ is n-tuple rationally convex if p n (E) = E. The n-tuple rational convex hulls p n (E) are natural generalizations of the usual rational convex hulls r(E) = {z e C Λ : |r(z)| < max zE £ |r(z)| for every rational function r(z) that is bounded on E}-namely by Corollary 1 one can observe that the 1-tuple rational convex hull p\ (E) of a set E c C Λ coincides with r{E). By applying the relation from Proposition 1 to the identity mapping in C n we get PROPOSITION 3. Every compact set E in C n is k-tuple rationally convex for any k >n.
As we shall see below, p n (E) coincides with the n-tuple rational P(E)-convex hull of E, i.e. the n-tuple rational ^4-convex hulls of all compact subsets E in C Λ are equal for both algebras A = P(E) and A = R(E). PROPOSITION 
The n-tuple rational hull ρ n {E) of every compact subset E inC

A is equal to its n-tuple rational P{E)-convex hull
Proof. Denote for a while the n-tuple rational A -convex hull of a set by r*(E).
Clearly In the case n = 1 Proposition 4 restricts to the well known equality between the rational hull and the P(£')-convex hull of a set E e spA, i.e. r(E) = h p^E \E) (e.g. [4] ), which by the way motivates the names " n-tuple rational hull" and " n-tuple rational ^4-convex hull" given to the sets ρ n (E) and rfi(E) respectively.
Together The sets described in Corollary 2 are precisely the (n -\)-th rational hulls which were introduced by Slodkowski in [8] and used by him in his recent investigation of analytic perturbation of Taylor spectrum of n-tuples of commuting operators. Note that, as shown in [3] , f] n > ι r n (E) = E.
Let V(fι,...,/«) be the vanishing set of a fixed n-tuple (f\, ... , /") over A, i.e.
Denote by AE the closure in C(E) of restrictions of all elements of A on a fixed closed subset E of sp A.
. The n-tuple rational A-convex hull r n (E) of a closed subset E ofspA coincides with the set of these points m G sp A which belong to the k-tuple rational Ay^yconvex hulls r k {E Π V(S)) of the sets E n V(S) for every set S in A such that #S < n -k and with m belonging to V(S).
Proof. Let K = {m e spA : m e r k (En V(S)) for every S c A with #S < n-k and m e V{S)}. Suppose that K\r n (E) φ 0 and let m 0 e K \ r n (E). By Definition 1 we can find an n-tuple F = (/i, ... , /") over A such that Hi^wo)!! < min m€ £ ||F(m)||. By applying, if necessary, an orthogonal transformation in C n , we can suppose from the beginning that 
(E).
Suppose conversely that r n (E)\K Φ 0 and let m 0 er n (E)\K. Let 5 be an (n -fc)-tuple over A such that m 0 € V(S) \ r k (E Π F (5)). Consequently there exists a /c-tuple Γ G i4t 5 ) , such that ||Γ(mo)|| < r = miriEnv{S) \\T(m)\\. Without loss of generality we can assume that T E A k . For every positive ε < r we can find a neighborhood V e of the set E n ^(5) in £" on which ||Γ(m)|| > r -ε. Hence for every m G Is we have (2) (C for some positive constant C ε large enough. Because (C ε S, T) e A n , (2) holds also on r n (E). In particular at ra 0 £ V(S) we have || Γ(m 0 ) || > r -ε and henceforth ||Γ(mo)|| > r because of the liberty of the choice of ε. Since this contradicts with the initial inequality ||Γ(ra 0 )|| < r, we conclude that r n {E) c K. The theorem is proved.
The case k = 1 from Theorem 1 in particular says COROLLARY 
The n-tuple rational A-convexhull r n [E) of a closed set E in spA coincides with the set of these points m e spA which belong to the rational A v ^-convex hulls r(E πV(S)) of the sets E n V(S) for any set S in A whose cardinality does not exceed n -1 and such that m belongs to V(S) , i.e. r n (E) = {mespA:mer(En V{S))for any S cA with #S<n-l,rne
3. Multi-tuple ^4-convex hulls. In this section we introduce another family of hulls in algebra spectra by putting some limitations on thê -tuples F from (1) . Recall that an n-tuple holds for every non-vanishing on N n-tuple F of functions from A. E is an n-tuple A-convex set if it coincides with its n-tuple ^4-convex hull h n (E).
The n-tuple A -convex hulls are closed subsets of sp A, since the closure [N] of a set N e spA that satisfies (3) also satisfies (3) . In fact h n (E) coincides with the union of all subsets N of spA which satisfy (3).
The next proposition, which proof is analogical to that of Proposition 1, gives a useful characterization of the hulls h n {E). PROPOSITION 
Let E be a closed subset of sp A. The n-tuple Aconvex hull h n (E) of E coincides with the biggest among all subsets
N ofspA which contain E and for which (4) bF(N) C F{E) for every F €A".
Proof (see also [11] ). First we show that if N = h n (E) then ( As the following example shows, the n-tuple ^4-convex hulls h n (E) are natural multi-tuple versions of the A-convex hulls h(E) = {m e spA : \f(m)\ < max meE \F(m)\foτ all / e A} of closed sets E in sρ^4. Recall that h(E) consists of all linear multiplicative functionals of A that possess continuous extensions on AE . A set E e spA is Aconvex if h(E) = E, i.e. if E = {m espA: \f(m)\ < max me E |/(w)| for all / € A}, or, equivalently, if sp^ = E (e.g. [4] ). The vanishing set V(S) of any subset S of ^4 is a simple example for an 4-convex set. EXAMPLE 9 we have that max meh^E) \f In particular we obtain that h(E) is the biggest among all closed subsets N of sp A such that bf{N) c /(£) for every feA.
The 1-tuple A -convex hull h\(E) of each closed subset E of spA coincides with its usual ^4-convex hull h(E).
Indeed, since bf(h\(E)) c f(E)
(m)\ < max meE \f{m)\ for every function feA and consequently hχ(E) c h{E) by the definition of the ^-convex hull h{E). Assume that h(E) contains properly h\(E). Then there exists a function / from A such that bf(h(E)) <jL f(E). Let m 0 be a point from h(E), such that /(wo) € bf{h{E)) \ f(E)
.
EXAMPLE 4. The n-tuple polynomial convex hulls π n {E).
Given a compact subset E in C Λ denote by P(E) the closure in C(£ f ) of the set of all polynomials in C Λ . Since the polynomials are dense in P(E), the n-tuple P(£')-convex hull of E is the biggest among all closed subsets iV of C Λ such that b(p\ 9 ... , p n )(N) c (Pi 5 > Pn)(E) for every n-tuple (p\, ... , p n ) of polynomials in C Λ . We shall refer to this hull as n-tuple polynomial convex hull of E and shall denote it by π n (E). Clearly E c p n (E) C n n (E) for every compact subset E in C Λ . Being the n-tuple P(£ r )-convex hull of E, 7^(2?) is the biggest among all sets N in C Λ which contain E and such that the inequality inf;||(pi(z), ... ,p«(z))|| = min||(pi(z), ... ,p«(z))|| holds for every non-vanishing on n n-tuple (p\, ... ,p n ) of polynomials in C Λ . A subset E c C Λ is n-tuple polynomially convex if it coincides with its n-tuple polynomial hull n n (E). By applying the inclusion
to the identity mapping in C n we get that b{π n (E)) c £ for every compact subset E in C w . This implies that the n-tuple polynomial convex hull π n (E) of E is contained in the union of E and the union of all bounded components of its complement in C n . Because of its maximality property, n n {E) actually coincides with this union.
Therefore E is n-tuple polynomially convex if and only if its complement C n \E does not possess bounded components.
The n-tuple polynomial convex hulls π n (E) of subsets E of C Λ are natural generalizations of their usual polynomial hulls E = {z e C Λ : \p(z)\ < max zG £ \p(z)| for every polynomial p in C Λ }-as Example 3 shows, π\ (E) = E. In general hulls π n (E) are different from the usual polynomial hulls E. For instance the 2-tuple polynomial hull π^i?) of the set E = {(zi, z 2 ) E C 2 : 1 < \z λ \ < 2, |z 2 | = 0} c C 2 is the set E itself, which does not coincide with the usual polynomial hull E = {(zi, z 2 ) e C 2 : \zχ\ < 2, |z 2 | = 0}. Indeed, for any z 0 £ £ we can choose an ε > 0 small enough, so that the regular pair of polynomials (z\ -z 0 , z 2 + ε) to attain the minimum of its norm near z 0 and outside E at the same time. This means that ZQ φ ^Ί{E) for any ZQ £ E, i.e. that π 2 (£') c E and hence π 2 (£') = E since π 2 D J? by Definition 2.
As we know, r n (E) c /*" (E) for every closed subset E of sp ^4. The following corollary establishes a somewhat opposite inclusion. COROLLARY 
L^ E bea closed subset of the spectrum of a uniform algebra A. Then h n (E) c r n -ι(E).
Proof (sec also [11] ). If mo $. r n _\(E), then by Definition 1 we can find an (n -l)-tuple F = (f\, ... , /^_i) of functions from A with ||,F(mo)|| < min m€ £ ||^t(/w)||. The regular tf-tuple (/i ,...,/", 1) = (i 7 , 1) therefore satisfies the inequality Definition 2 indicates that mo ^ h n (E). We conclude that /*«(£) C r n -\(E), as claimed.
Observe that F(h n (E)) c π n (F(E)) for any .Fe^r because bF{h n {E)) and hence h n {E) c f) FeA n F-ι {π n {F{E))).
In fact both sets are equal. Indeed, denote the latter set by K and take an 
(π n (F(E))).
The next theorem is an n-tuple ,4-convex analogue of Corollary 3. Its proof follows the same lines as the proof of the case k = 1 of Theorem 1. (5) . Consequently n F(5 r )) in contradiction with moeK. We conclude that Kch n (K).
Suppose conversely that h n (E) \ K Φ 0 and let mo G A Λ (£) \ K. Let .S be an (n -l)-tuρle over A such that m 0 e
V(S)\h(EnV(S)).
Consequently there exists a function / e -4^), such that |/(wo)| > max£ n κ(s) l/( m )l Without loss of generality we can assume that / does not vanish on sp^4. For g = 1// G A~ι we have |g(rao)| < r = min £nF ( 5 ') |g(m)|. For any positive e < r we can find a neighborhood P^ of the set E n F(5') in £ on which |g(m)| > r -e. Hence for every m eE we have (5) for some positive constant C ε large enough. (5) holds also on h n (E). because the n-tuple (C e f\, ... , C B f n~\ , g) does not vanish on h n {E). In particular at mo we have |g(mo)| > r -e and henceforth ||g(wo)|| > r because of the liberty of the choice of ε. Since this contradicts with the initial inequality |g(mo)| < r, we conclude that h n {E) C K. The theorem is proved.
The sets described in Theorem 2 are precisely the hulls which were considered by Basener in [2] and used by him in his study of qholomorphic functions. Proof. The first part of the statement is obvious because if (3) is fulfilled for every (n + 1)-tuple F of functions from A which does not vanish on K, then it is fulfilled also for every n-tuple which does not vanish on K.
The inclusion where ,4° = {0} (see [1] , [6] , also [13] ). It is easy to check that dA = d m A c <9( 2^ c <9 (3) ,4 c C d^A c • C sp^4. We shall recall some of the basic properties of multi-tuple Shilov boundaries. In other words Theorem 4 says that d^A is the smallest closed subset of spA on which every regular n-tuple F = (f\, ... , f n ) e A assumes the minimum of its norm (6) . THEOREM 5 ([10, Theorem 3] ). d^A is the smallest closed subset of sp A such that the inclusion
holds for every n-tuple F = (/i ,...,/")€ A n .
The next proposition in particular says that, in the case of algebra A = A(B n (l)), r k (S n (l)) = B n {\) for any k < n unlike the case k = n when, according to Proposition 3, S n {\) is n-tuple rationallŷ -convex and hence r n (S n (l)) = S n (l).
Indeed, as shown in [10] , V(G) Π d^A Φ 0 for every irregular k -tuple G&A k ,l<k<n -l. From Proposition 2 we conclude that r k (d^A) = sp^4 for every k < n. If E φ d^A then there is an n-tuple F e A n with mm meE 11^(^)11 > niin mGsp/4 ||i^(m)|| = 0 and consequently, by Definition 1, r n (E) Φ r n (d^A) = PROPOSITION 7. h n (E) = sp^4 if and only if E contains the n-tuple Shilov boundary d^A of A.
Indeed, from Definition 2 and Theorem 4 it follows that h n (d^A) = spA. Theorem 4 shows that h n {E) φspA if E \ d^A φ 0.
Given an n-tuple (/i,... , / w ) e A n let σ(/i ,...,/") be the joint spectrum of the n-tuple (f\, .,,,/«), i.e. 
σ(F)
Proof (set also [11] and σ(F) have equal n-tuple polynomial hulls and consequently σ(F) c π n (F(d^A)), as claimed. A well known theorem from the uniform algebra theory says that if an algebra is generated (linearly) by its subset Λ, then the range of its Shilov boundary dA via the spectral mapping A : spA -• C Λ : m i-• {/(w): / G Λ} of Λ is the smallest closed subset of C Λ whose polynomial hull is equal to the polynomial hull of the set Λ(sp^4). In the next theorem we make use of the n-tuple ^4-convex boundaries in order to obtain an extension of this result for the multi-tuple Shilov boundaries d^A. Namely Proof (see also [11] ). Without loss of generality we can assume that E is a subset of Λ(spv4) and consequently that E = A(K) for some compact set K e spA. 4 the n-tuple Shilov boundary d^A is the smallest closed subset of spA with the last property; and therefore A(d^A) is the smallest closed subset of C Λ whose «-tuple polynomial hull is the same as the n-tuple polynomial hull of the set A(spA)), as claimed.
Remarks.
Recall that function space is called any linear subspace of the space C(X), where X is a compact Hausdorff space, which is closed under the uniform norm \\f{x)\\ = max xG x 1/001 > contains the constants and separates the points of I. It can be shown that for every function space B over X there exists a smallest set among all closed subsets E of X such that for every nonvanishing on X function / in B. In general does not coincide with the usual Shilov boundary dB of B which, by definition is the smallest among all closed subsets E of X such that It is a matter of a simple verification to check that all the above results hold not only for uniform algebras but for function spaces as well with the Shilov boundary dA replaced with the boundary Sh#(X) and the ft-tuple Shilov boundary d^A replaced with the «-tuple Shilov boundary Sh 5 * (X).
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